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One thing that RCFV can do that most browsers do not support is
the ability to download multiple files with basically one command.
We will look at several instances of downloading data. We will
include several different variations to give you a sense of the
available options as well as to provide a platform to display some of
the more general capabilities of the program.
Please note that all of the examples are as of a point in time. Web sites change frequently so
not all of the examples may reflect the current data or formats.
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Let’s read a web page that contains many mp3 links:
• We’ll open this url: https://www.theskepticsguide.org/podcasts

Next, we’ll filter the text, so we only see the mp3 links plus their
related descriptive text
• We’ll filter the display to show lines containing the string [AUDIO]
Download (which contain the mp3 urls)
• We will also include some explanatory text from each show to let us be
selective about what shows to download

Finally, we’ll show how to select all 52 shows from 2020 and
download them all in one batch using RCFV

Here is the url we want
to read.

Here is the raw page
data without any
filtering. Notice the
superfluous blank
lines.

Here is a partially filtered view of the first page. It is partially
filtered since there is only one exclude filter, a special RCFV
extension, $^ *, which, in most cases, will remove duplicate
blank lines in order to fit more information on the screen. We
will add some more filtering later.
Note the absence of the multiple blank lines that exist in the
unfiltered view.

We’ve scrolled down a bit so we can see only what we want to filter. First, we want to select the
episode title and the descriptive text. Then we will add the mp3 url.
Note that the audio links appear before
the descriptive text. The first download
link (for the current episode) appears
un-indented and several more lines
before our selected text. All other
download links are indented and
appear only a few lines before the
description.

To do so we will use an RCFV regex extension, namely a
Start expression, a normal regular expression preceded by
^^, to delimit the start line(s) of the text we want to view.
We will use ^^^•••••°\[AUDIO\] to start the display with
the text matching the regular expression which follows the
initial ^^, to wit, •••••°[AUDIO] Episode #....
We will add an End expression to include all text matching
the Start expression up to and including the End
expression, the ¤ Play line, to wit, $$^\s+¤\sPlay$

We also want to add a normal expression to match the
download links: °\[AUDIO\]\sDownload¹$

Once filtering is enabled this is what we see. We have selected all the lines starting with the
episode title up to and including the ¤ Play line. We have also selected all the download link lines
which, as mentioned before, precede the associated episode header.
We will discuss filtering in more detail later so don’t worry if it is a little obscure now.

Filter settings (listed in the scratchpad after right
clicking the Save filter button
):
Include filters: Case Insensitive
^^^•••••°\[AUDIO\]
$$^\s+¤\sPlay$
°\[AUDIO\]\sDownload¹$
---------------Exclude filters: Case Insensitive
---------------Context[0,0]

As an aside we will show some useful, but unnecessary additions you can make to the filtering.
We can, if we want, hide the ¤ Play text giving us a cleaner looking display. There are a couple of ways to
do so. The easiest is to just change the color of the End expression to match the background color. We
have changed it to black here which will effectively hide all matching End expressions.

This disadvantage of the previous solution is that it will affect all End
expressions. In this case there is only one, so it makes no difference. It is
also affected by the current color scheme which means you must keep the
Start-End End color in sync with the window background color.
Another way to hide the ¤ Play text is to use another RCFV regular
expression extension. If you precede a normal regular expression IN THE
EXCLUDE LIST with the characters $^-- any matching text will be displayed
as spaces: $^-- ¤ Play. You might notice that since ¤ Play is the only text on
the line, by blanking it, we have effectively made the whole line blank so,
instead of two blank lines, one will be removed by the coalesce blank line
expression, $^ *, and only one blank line is rendered.
Using one of these “tricks” gives us a display
of just what we need to see and nothing
more: the download link, the episode
number and date, and the description of the
episode.
Now let’s return to where we were.

Here is one way to select a bunch of urls for subsequent
viewing: after placing the cursor over the [Audio] download
link you want, right click the viewer to bring up the context
menu and then select Append the url at the cursor to the
scratch pad.
We will first hover over the download link associated with
episode #822 (remember, the link precedes the episode
number), right click to open the context menu, and then
append the url associated with the link text to the scratchpad.

Let’s select 2 more downloads, one
from March 27th and the other
from March 13th.

There is another easier way to do this. Place the cursor over the
next link you want and press just the {Alt} key. If a hyperlink is
below the cursor when you press the {Alt} key alone the url for
the link will be appended to the scratchpad. This makes it very
easy to select a whole bunch of urls from a set when you don’t
want all of them. Of course, if you did want all of them then you
could have just filtered on [Audio] …, selected all of them and
dragged the text onto the viewer or used the context menu to
open all the selected urls in RCFV. We will do that later.

Note that the original url for the
audio file has been appended to
the scratchpad plus the two
additional ones that we’ve selected
with the {Alt} key so we can
download them together.

Here we have the 3 urls that we
selected from the page to
download. We can highlight
them in the scratchpad, e.g.,
{Ctrl}+{a}, and drag them to the
viewer to use RCFV to download
them.

RCFV recognizes that the text being “pasted” contains only urls (or files), so it doesn’t bother
asking if you want to paste the text literally. You will be asked only when the pasted text
contains characters that are not part of a url or file name.
We will select option 1 to be able to download the urls using RCFV.

This is an optional screen which gives you the opportunity to add an
additional level of filtering on the selected files. This is provided in case
you want to select a whole block of urls at once, but you don’t want to
access every link in the selection.
Note that the default is to not accept anything, !, so, if you do want to
accept all the links the exclamation point must be cleared before
pressing the {Enter} button or key.

Here is the first url
to download. We
want to download
them in a batch
using the default
file names so we
can uncheck the
Prompt for web
parameters… check
box. We then press
the Download file
button to download
this and the two
subsequent mp3
files.
This is the default
download folder,
but you can change
it and/or the file
name here if you
want to.

Note that the default download file
name is based on the url. If you do
want to change the file names for each
url then make sure the Prompt option
is checked.

This is the screen that is displayed while files are being read or downloaded. Here are
a couple of screen captures of the download process indicating the current data being
downloaded, its size and its location.

You can terminate the
current file or the whole
batch by pressing the {Esc}
key or the button below.

You can hide this window (and the main
RCFV window) until the all files have been
downloaded by pressing this button. Once
all the urls have been processed RCFV will
automatically reappear. Note if you have
many urls you will be prompted periodically,
while this window is hidden, if you want to
continue. You can turn off the warning at
any time after the first appearance.

Suppose we want to download all or many of the mp3 files on this page. To
do that let’s just filter on the audio download links and then we will select
the ones we want to download.

First let’s clear the include filter. There are a
couple of ways to do this. We have turned
on Hover help to show this below.

We’ve right clicked the [x] box in the
include filter section to clear both the
input box and the include filters revealing
the unfiltered text from the top.

We can do the same for
the exclude filters
although we don’t need to
do it here.

Right clicking the [-] button will
clear just the filters but not the
input box.

We have scrolled down a bit to show the download links.

A simple way to filter text in a document
is to just drag the text into one of the
filter input boxes. We highlight the text
and then drag and drop it into the
include filter input box to add it to the
include filter list.
Note that when you drag text to a filter
input box any regular expression
metacharacters will be automatically
escaped. You can paste text instead to
avoid this.

TIP: You can drag multiple lines at a time to
a filter input box. Blank lines may be
included but will be ignored. This is
especially useful for the exclude filter when
there are multiple consecutive lines that
you want to hide.
NOTE: If you drag just a single line then
you must press the + button to add it to the
list. This gives you the ability to edit it
before adding. For example, you may want
to append ^^ to some text to make it a
Start expression.

Here is the text after filtering out everything but the
audio links.
Note that since we’re filtering on specific text the
existing exclude filters are irrelevant at this point.

After filtering the text
we’ve selected all the urls
(via Select all, {Ctrl}+{a}),
and right clicked the viewer
window to open the
context menu. Now we will
pick the first option to
“open” all the selected urls
using RCFV.

Note that we could also drag and drop the
highlighted text to the viewer to effect the
same result. This will give you a little more
control over how the pasted text is handled
but will require you to answer an extra
query.

You will get this “extra” query if you drag and drop text to the viewer. This
gives you the additional option of viewing the raw text, which, in this case,
means the hyperlinks will be translated to explicit values, e.g.,

You can see that there are quite a lot
of audio files available for download
on this page. If you had to download
them manually it would be quite a
chore. With RCFV you can let the
program do the work for you.

¤ [AUDIO] Download :: https://media.libsyn.com/media/skepticsguide/skepticast2021-04-10.mp3
¤ [AUDIO] Download :: https://media.libsyn.com/media/skepticsguide/skepticast2021-04-03.mp3
¤ [AUDIO] Download :: https://media.libsyn.com/media/skepticsguide/skepticast2021-03-27.mp3
¤ [AUDIO] Download :: https://media.libsyn.com/media/skepticsguide/skepticast2021-03-20.mp3
¤ [AUDIO] Download :: https://media.libsyn.com/media/skepticsguide/skepticast2021-03-13.mp3

…
Let’s first select option 1 for an example.

In order to view the urls as a text file we
must first name the file. RCFV will generate
a name based on the first few characters in
the text file and place it in the default
temporary folder. If you want to keep the
file after exiting the program you can
change the folder and, optionally, the file
name to make it more readable. Otherwise,
just take the defaults.
Note that if the file already exists in the
selected folder, you will be prompted to
enter another or just let RCFV generate a
unique name for you.
You can now choose to add
a new file, replace the
current file, or replace the
current file but retain the
current filter settings.

We will choose to add a new file.

Note that the standard hyperlinks have been converted to
explicit ones when converting to raw text. We can see the
actual underlying url for the hyperlinks which contains the
date of the episode so we can know what to download.

We’ve selected just the 2020 mp3 files to download. We
can download them by opening them in RCFV via the
context menu or by dragging and dropping them in the
viewer window.

Here are the 52 mp3 files for 2020
to download.
This time we will select option 2 so
we can download them.

After selecting Read files/urls we can choose how to process the urls. Since we want to
download, we will pick option 1. You could also have selected option 2 and let the browser
download the files. That might work for a handful but 52 would quickly bring your browser to
its knees so it is not recommended. (Note that RCFV will not allow you to batch open too many
urls at once in your browser and will query you in case you accidentally try to do this.)
RCFV will download one file at a time. It is not as efficient as the browser which can download
multiple files asynchronously, but RCFV allows large numbers of downloads without seriously
impacting your PC’s performance and without requiring any human intervention.

You can use this window to select or hide some
of the urls which have been selected. For
example, if we had just “opened” all the
download hyperlinks we could have limited the
urls to 2020 right here. You could do that by
replacing the ‘!’ below with the string 2020.

Since, in this case, we only have 2020 mp3 urls
here we can accept them all by deleting the ‘!’
or, perhaps, eliminate a few that we’ve already
listened to. For example, to skip the first two
urls from September we could use the following
expression: !09-(05|12) .

To download all the listed urls just delete the ‘!’
or replace it with a space and then press the
{Enter} button. (If you leave only the ‘!’ nothing
will be selected.)

Remember, this selection window will appear only if the Prompt
to use a regex… option is checked in the Settings window.

Cursor

Back to the original file, here is another, much simpler way to filter the audio files. We have used an
RCFV regex extension to filter the explicit url value itself, e.g., https://..., rather than the visible text
of the hyperlink. To do so just precede the regular expression with the characters: $^::
For example, to match all underlying urls of hyperlinks from 2020 ending with the string ‘.mp3’ we
have used the following expression: $^::2020-.*\.mp3$
You could similarly, if you wanted, add an exclude filter for those items within this selection that you
don’t want, e.g., $^::09-(05|12)
Now let’s select all the 2020 mp3 links and
drag them to the viewer to download.
When the cursor is over a standard
hyperlink the value of the underlying url is
displayed in the caption bar. With the
cursor hovered over the new first link you
can see that it is from the last week of 2020.

After pasting the filtered links for 2020 we now
see only the 52 links for that year which we can
now process by selecting option 2.

We want to process these files in RCFV, so we’ll select option 1.

Again, we can filter this list if we want or just clear
the ! to accept all the links which is what we want.

Here is the Web Page Options window again.
We could manually choose which files to
download one at a time. However, we really
want to download all the selected 2020 mp3
files in one shot. To do that we must uncheck
Prompt for web parameters…. Then we press
the Download file button and RCFV will
download all the files. You can always stop the
downloads at any time by pressing the Escape
key or button on the pop-up status window.

Here we see all 52 of the downloaded files in
the download directory which is specified in
the Settings window.

Here is another and much simpler way
to do the same thing. In this case we
will directly retrieve the urls as explicit
links, viz., the actual url text preceded
by :: , e.g.,
:: https://www.theskepticsguide.org .
We can then filter on 2020-.*\.mp3$
as before and then “open” the selected
files in RCFV.
Note that forcing the links onto a
separate line guarantees that all
matching lines will only contain one
url.

Because there was an automatic filter for
this url we see that the existing filters are
not appropriate for explicit links. They were
designed for standard hyperlinks and,
therefore, very little shows up.
We will clear the filters and start with a
clean slate.

Here is the unfiltered view of the podcasts url with
explicit links.

Here is the same data but with the urls displayed explicitly.
We want to select all urls that contain 2020 and end with
.mp3, to wit, 2020-.*\.mp3.
We have added a new filter for this url which is appropriate
for standard links.
We can now select all the (2020) urls and download them as
before.
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Here is another example of batch downloading but done in two
slightly different ways.
First, we are going to download the html of another web page that
contains many mp3 links. The reason we must download it is that the urls
are embedded in script text which is normally ignored by RCFV. We will
work with the native HTML text and filter that to get the mp3 urls.
• We’ll download this url: https://www.gatesnotes.com/Podcast which contains
interesting podcasts from Bill Gates’s web site. Unfortunately, as of this writing,
the web site does not provide an obvious way to download the mp3s so we will
use RCFV to do it for us.
• Next, we’ll filter the text, so we only see the mp3 links in the HTML.
• Once we have the mp3 links visible we can use RCFV to download them in a
batch as before.

In the url history list we’ve filtered on
gatesnotes, and we will select the
second one, the one containing the
podcasts.
Note that we will want to download
this web page, not open it.

RCFV will use the text in the web
page to create a default download
filename.

Let’s add the .htm extension to
define the file type and then
download it.

Once it is downloaded, we can open
it and read the raw HTML.

Right click the internet/HTML button
to open the html file we just
downloaded.

Select option 2 since we want to view
the native HTML text and filter it.

To show what the text looks like
we’ve searched for the first line
containing an .mp3 file.

Now we’ve filtered the text to show
only lines containing .mp3. We can
now open all these urls and
download them in RCFV but let’s
consider some other ways to do this.
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Let’s look at another way to do this which may be a bit
easier. Let’s use the text we can get from the browser to
avoid some of the steps.
First, we will open our browser – we will be using Chrome
– and access the podcast web page,
https://www.gatesnotes.com/Podcast.

Now we can retrieve the HTML for this web page right in
the browser and drag it into RCFV.

Here is the website containing the podcasts
that we want to download. Unfortunately,
the links to the mp3 files are not located
directly in the text that RCFV extracts but,
rather, in scripting code. Let’s get the HTML
for this page and paste it into RCFV so we
can access the urls.
To see the HTML for this page we use the
View page source option in the Chrome
browser context menu, but other browsers
have similar options.

This is the HTML for the podcast page of Bill Gate’s website. We’ve searched for .mp3 and these are some of the urls that
we want to extract.

Note that if you only want to download a small number of mp3 files, then you can just drag and drop, or copy and paste
the urls into a new browser tab and it will download it for you. However, we want to show how to do another batch
download so we will do it with RCFV.

We can select all the text via {Ctrl}+{a}. We
right-click to get the context menu and
select Copy. We can then press {Ctrl}+{v} in
the viewer screen or use the context menu
to paste the text. Alternatively, we can just
drag and drop the selected text to the RCFV
viewer window.

After dropping or pasting the HTML text into the
viewer we get this option window.

We want to access the raw HTML text so we
could pick option 1 and then filter it for the links
we want. We will do that first.

The second option will let us process the urls in
the text. If we have turned on url filtering (see
the Prompt to use a regex… option which was
described previously) then we can simply filter
the .mp3 links. This is a simpler way but gives us
less control.
The third option will let us process the HTML
and convert it to RCFV text as if we were reading
it directly from the web site. We don’t want to
do that now so we will ignore it here.

After selecting option 1, View as raw
text, we want to reformat the text to
put each url on a separate line. This
isn’t essential but it guarantees that
when we filter, we will only match
one url per line.

We must give the text file a name and
a location. Since we usually don’t
care about this, we will take the
defaults.

To show the context we have again
searched for the first line containing
the characters .mp3.

Note that this HTML was copied
before episode 5 was released and
included a short preview which we
are not interested in downloading.
We could exclude the line containing
the trailer by adding TRAILER to an
exclude filter and then select the
remaining urls. Alternatively, we can
filter that url out by using url filtering.

We will select all lines ending with
.mp3 using the filter \.mp3$

We’ve selected all the urls and, using
the context menu, we will process
them in RCFV.

We can now use url filtering
to omit the one file that we
don’t want to download.

Here is the first of the files to
download. Since we want to
download all the filtered files, we
will uncheck the Prompt option
and then press Download file.
This file and all the other
selected urls will be downloaded
synchronously. Yeah, it’s slower
than a browser but, for a large
number of files, it is much, much
easier to do it in an automated
fashion using RCFV.

Let’s go back to this screen which
appears after we have dropped
or pasted the HTML text which
contains multiple urls. This time
we will skip a few steps. We can
filter the urls directly by selecting
option 2 and using url filtering.

Here we’ve used the same filter as before to
select the mp3 files. However, this will also
include the TRAILER file that we don’t really
want. We could ignore it in the Web Options
dialog by prompting for each file until we get to
it, and then, after skipping it, turning off the
Prompt option to allow all subsequent files to be
downloaded automatically. Alternatively, we can
just download all the files automatically, and then
delete the TRAILER mp3 file that we don’t want.
You could also create a more complex regular
expression which would ignore the urls
containing the text TRAILER, e.g.,
^((?!trailer).)*\.mp3$
but, unless you are really careful, you are more
likely to create a typo doing this. Note that all
matches are case insensitive by default.

Once the files are downloaded
you can find them in the
Download folder as specified in
the Settings window.
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We just demonstrated some ways to download web data using RCFV. Even
when RCFV can’t read certain files directly you can download the text and
extract what you want from that or, often easier, just copy the text from
another source, e.g., HTML from the browser, and extract urls contained in that
text to download in RCFV or view in your default browser.
We showed how to filter a web page displayed with explicit links. This is useful
when we want to filter on the text of the url itself. We showed how one can
use a combination of include and exclude filters to narrow down what is
displayed in the viewer and, therefore, what we want to download.
We also showed a quicker way to do things by using url filtering on all the urls
pasted or dropped into the file and using a single regular expression to select
just the ones we want from that. This method, although quicker, is less precise
since it can be much harder to omit urls that you don’t want.

